
Ihad thought about titling this
feature, “Fletching for fun and
profit.” I thought that might bring

a smile to the reader’s face, for anyone
who has been in the archery business
very long knows that fletching is not
necessarily fun but is part of the hard
work involved in doing business as a
pro shop owner. Even though fletch-
ing arrows may not be what we con-
sider fun it definitely can be prof-
itable. There are many facets sur-
rounding the opportunities fletching
arrows and the selling of fletching
related equipment and arrow compo-
nents offer the dealer. There also have
been so many new developments in
arrow components and fletching
techniques recently that I thought it
would be beneficial to review the
overall fletching and arrow compo-
nent picture. 

Fletch Or Buy?
The first area that jumps to mind

is the decision that faces every archery
retailer and that is to buy arrows in
bulk pre-fletched or to fletch them in-
house. This decision is not a one size
fits all and depends greatly on the size
of the shop, the number of arrows sold
per year, the number of employees
and most importantly, time. It is a
mistake to simply assume fletching
your own arrows for resale is cheaper.
When deciding to buy arrows pre-
fletched or fletch in-house make sure
you have developed an accurate cost

on performing the work in-house. It is
very easy to underestimate the cost
and especially the value of the time
involved. 

To determine the actual cost of in-
house fletching it is important to not
only consider all component costs but
be sure to also include the cost of
adhesive and cleaning solutions as
well. In addition you must consider
the cost of the fletching jigs required.
If it is necessary to fletch a large num-
ber of arrows it means investing in
either a large number of single fletch
jigs or fletchers capable of fletching
either multiple arrows at one time or
jigs that apply multiple fletch at one
time. In either case an initial invest-
ment in jigs will be required which
must be factored into the cost. 

The often overlooked problem
and largest hidden cost connected
with fletching all of the arrows you sell
is the time involved. Remember time
is not free. If you are paying a staff per-
son to fletch arrows the labor cost
must be factored in as well. If you are
running your shop with limited help
you must decide where your man-
power is best utilized. It does not
make sense to have a staff member
tied up fletch-
ing arrows
when there are
c u s t o m e r s
backed up in
the shop. Some
dealers do a lot

of their fletching themselves when
things are slow. While this may seem
like a good use of that slow time it is
important to ask, “If I wasn’t sitting
here fletching arrows what else could I
be doing?”  Would that time be better
spent reviewing your inventory to
identify slow movers or items that
need to be reordered?  How about
straightening up the repair area and
returning those warranty compo-
nents for credit?  The list is endless
and only you can decide where your
time would be better spent but take
the time to do a good comparison and
don’t simply assume it is cheaper to
fletch as opposed to buying pre-
fletched arrows. 

When I operated my own pro
shop I bought my arrows pre-fletched
in bulk to satisfy my retail sales.
However that did not mean that I did-
n’t do any fletching. Like many shops
today I offered fletching service for
those customers that needed arrows
re-fletched or for anyone wanting cus-
tom arrow work. I priced this work
according to time and materials and
added in a generous profit margin.
While customers may compare retail
arrow prices they accept that re-
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The New Face of Fletching and

Arrow cut-off saws are a must have tool for an archery shop or
arrow builder. High speed models from Apple Archery cut alu-
minum or carbon cleanly without damage to the shaft. This Pro
Saw is available with a dust collector attachment which can be
connected to a vacuum system to collect the fine airborne parti-
cles that result from the cut-off operation.

The different Dual Spine Weight Forward arrows from Carbon
Express are designed to offer the shooter superior accuracy with
maximum forgiveness and more consistent groups. Making your
customers aware of developments such as this is a sure way to gen-
erate additional sales and open new markets.
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fletching and custom work comes at a
higher price due to the extra work
involved. Normally they are happy to
pay the extra cost as they have few
options outside of doing it them-
selves. 

As I travel around the country I
have seen a growing number of signs
in shops that indicate a cut-off date
for guaranteeing re-fletching or cus-
tom arrow work that will be delivered
prior to the hunting season. I think
that is an excellent idea as it protects
the dealer from upset customers and
encourages the customer to plan
ahead for the work he may need done. 

Stimulating Sales 
When I was an archery retailer I

was always looking for some ways to
attract customers to my shop and to
stimulate new sales. When I first
opened the shop three 5 inch fletch-
ing was used to guide the fixed bladed
broadheads which dominated the
market at that time. The 5 inch fletch
was a carry over from the traditional
bow market as compounds were just
appearing on the scene. Four inch

fletching had made its appearance
but archers at that time were not
ready to make the shift to the smaller
fletch as they felt it wasn’t big enough
to guide a broadhead properly. 

Looking for something different
to set my shop apart I fletched up
some 4 inch four fletch arrows,
(75x105 degree spacing). They caught
attention right away. I explained the
additional steering surface they
offered, while presenting a lower pro-
file, plus the fact that it didn’t matter
how you nocked them on the string
and they became an instant hit.
Quickly, they were so much in
demand that I changed my entire bulk
pre-fletched order to four fletch and
soon I no longer even offered three
fletch arrows with 5 inch vanes. I blew
the legs out from under my local com-
petition that first year and went
through several hundred dozen four
fletch arrows while they were trying to
push three fletch arrows with 5 inch
fletching. Nothing I did was rocket sci-
ence. I just used what was available to

stimulate interest and create a new
market thereby increasing sales.

Think back to your arrow displays
of several years ago which were filled
with three fletch 4 inch vanes and the
impact of the Blazer vane by Bohning.
I think it is safe to say that today your
arrow display is filled with Blazer style
vanes with some 4 inch vanes for
those archers who have not yet made
the switch.

Today every vane manufacturer
offers a version of a Blazer shaped
vane. The emphasis has now switched
to vane stiffness, texture and color.
Vanes comprised of two different
materials with one material making
up the base designed for maximum
adhesion and a second stiffer material

Precision Arrow Components

By Business Editor John Kasun

Firenock is testing the demand for an
ultra high precision jig with the launch of
this Aerovane Jig. The Aerovane Jig is 100
percent CNC machine cut and it is solidly
made from high quality aluminum, brass
and stainless steel to ultra high toler-
ances. The jig is available as a single unit
or as part of different complete packages
depending upon the needs of the user.

New Archery Products offers its popular
Twister and QuikSpin vanes in an easy to
apply QuikFletch. These shrink wrap vane
assemblies are well suited for both the
dealer and the consumer. Also available
are the QuikFletch Bone Collector series.

A handy tool from Hunting Revolution is
its Nock-Tune. The Nock-Tune is exactly
what the name implies, a tool to tune your
nock or to be more accurate to match the
throat of the nock to the diameter of the
serving on the string. The tools consist of
notches on one side and a tapered file on
the other. The notches allow the user to
gauge the thickness of the string serving
and then by sliding the nock down the file
to the appropriate notch, match the
throat of the nock to the serving for a uni-
form fit that ensures minimum and consis-
tent release force for increased accuracy.
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to make up the body of the vane for
maximum performance are appear-
ing on the market. Vibrant colors are
the rage for increased visibility as well
as vanes that glow in the dark. Some
vanes are also designed that transmit
light to the vanes edge for increased
visibility even in bright light. There is a
true explosion in vane technology. 

Arrow wraps which initially were
used to increase fletching adhesion
are now popular among archers who
simply want to set their equipment
apart from the norm. Even the basic
arrow nock has undergone some
innovative design changes with some
truly exciting developments on the
horizon. Mix all of these together with
the rapidly changing arrow shaft
designs which are being offered in
tapered, weight forward and dual
spines and the combinations are end-
less. With that being said the question
might be, “So what?”  

Remember it is no secret that
archers like to buy “stuff” and try the
latest products. It would be impossi-
ble to stock all the various combina-
tions of arrow components available
on the market. However by reviewing
what is available you may find a com-
bination or a component that will
stimulate sales from existing cus-
tomers and even draw new customers
to your shop. Let’s review some of

these new products as well as some
old standbys and see how you might
use them to stimulate sales.

Arrow Wraps
Arrow wraps were initially

designed to improve fletching adhe-
sion simplifying the fletching proce-
dure for those archers who wanted to
do their own fletching. While they are
still well suited for that purpose they
are increasingly available not only in a
wide variety of colors but a variety of
patterns and manufacturer logos as
well. However wraps can even be
added to already fletched arrows. Take
a few fletched arrows and add some
eye catching wraps below the fletch
and maybe a piece below the nock as
well. Put them on display or call any
arrow buying customer’s attention to
these additions. Sounds crazy but
people can look at wraps in the pack-
age all day long and never get the idea
to add them to their arrows. Often
times a little push is all they need. It’s
called merchandising. Wraps can be

used to dress up the arrow or to make
the arrow more visible with some of
the high visibility or florescent wraps.
Camo wraps are also available for
those bowhunters that want to coor-
dinate their camo patterns. Wraps
identifying manufacturers are also
available for those archers that want
to show they are brand loyal. Easy Eye
Archery Products, (Phone (888) 908-
7446), and LVE Hunting Decals

Arrow wraps are now offered in an end-
less array of colors, patterns and manu-
facturer logos as this assortment from LVE
Hunting Decals illustrates.

For 2011 Bohning is offering its new HD
Arrow Wrap. The HD wrap is printed in 300
DPI for ultra sharp images and brilliant
colors. Bohning's popular Blazer vane is
now available in the Blazer Shrink Fletch.
This easy to apply fletch is available in a
wide variety of patterns and colors.

The Lumenok from Burt Coyote uses the
shaft material of the arrow to complete
the circuit and energize the light upon the
shot. For proper operation it is important
to ensure the nock end of the arrow is
square. This can be easily accomplished
with Burt Coyote's FAST tool.

The tool in use below provides a quick
and easy way to square the end of either
an aluminum or carbon arrow. The tool
aligns the shaft and a few quick turns of
the shaft "squares" the end of the arrow
against the replaceable abrasive disk. This
is critical when using lighted nocks that
use the material of the arrow shaft to
complete the circuit. Squaring of the insert
end also assures an even distribution of
stresses between the insert and shaft
while reducing the chance the point will
be out of true.
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(Phone (270) 275-1927), both offer a
wide variety of high quality arrow
wraps decals. Bohning Archery,
(Phone (231) 229-4247), also offers a
wide selection of arrow wraps and
new for 2011 are its HD wraps which
are printed in 300 dpi (dots per inch)
for a sharp crystal clear image with
bright vibrant colors.

Lighted Nocks
Lighted nocks are not new but

there are new versions of lighted
nocks as they continue to undergo
development, redesign and as new
manufacturers enter the market.
Lighted nocks are a great aid for
bowhunting as they allow the hunter
to verify a hit as well as locate his
arrow. While they work well in vertical
bows they are almost mandatory for
crossbows. Crossbow bolts are very

difficult if not impossible to see in
flight and their short length often
allows them to bury themselves in
leaves or soft earth. With crossbow
sales on the increase across the coun-
try I believe lighted nocks are an easy
add-on sale for every crossbow
hunter.   

Last year I gave a series of cross-
bow seminars at a local sport show.
The seminar was filled with people
who had just started to hunt with a
crossbow or were considering buying
a crossbow. Part of my seminar
included demonstrating the proper
way to hold a crossbow. I thought I
would use a lighted nock just to add a
little something extra to the demon-
stration. When I fired that arrow and
the light streaked toward the target
you could hear the air come out of the
audience. Few had ever heard of a
lighted nock and almost none had
ever seen one. After the seminar I was
overrun with questions about the
nock. 

While it is easy to install a lighted
nock on a conventional arrow it is a
little more complicated with a cross-
bow bolt as the nock is often glued in.
Rather than sell lighted nocks and
install them in bolts after the sale or
worse let the customer attempt to do
it I would strongly suggest installing
lighted nocks on several bolts and
then display them with your conven-
tional bolts. By doing so you are guar-
anteed to increase your crossbow bolt
sales. 

It has been my experience that
most crossbow shooters will buy a
minimum of four bolts for practice.
Normally they will simply install

broadheads on those bolts for hunt-
ing. However if you offer bolts with
lighted nocks already installed most
hunters will buy at least one for hunt-
ing with most buying two or more.
Again using simple merchandising
techniques can result in increased
sales even with the same amount of
customers. 

Burt Coyote’s, (Phone (309) 358-
1602), new lighted nock design maxi-
mizes the energy delivered to the LED
resulting in physically lighter but

The Bitzenburger
jig has been an
industry standard
for years. The zinc
cast jig is adjustable
for degree of offset
and is available with
straight as well as
right or left helical
clamps. The nock
receiver is easily
adjustable for either
three or four fletch.
An optional receiver
also allows the jig to
be used to fletch
crossbow bolts.

The Nockturnal lighted nock from
DoubleTake Archery comes in red, green,
yellow and pink. The Nockturnal lighted
nock turns on as the bowstring activates a
mechanical switch at the bottom of the
nock when the bowstring is released. The
nock can be turned off easily by using a
small pointed wire or tool.
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brighter Lumenoks which are avail-
able in either red or green. For cross-
bow bolts the Lumenok is available as
a single unit that can be installed in a
customer’s bolt or Burt Coyote offers a
bolt complete with the Lumenok
already installed. Lumenoks for con-
ventional arrows are now available
with replaceable batteries.

The Nockturnal is a lighted nock
offered by DoubleTake Archery,
(Phone (830) 444-0202). The
Nockturnal turns on automatically on
the shot and has a small built-in
mechanical switch that allows the
unit to be turned off with the use of a
small pointed pin. The Nockturnal
comes in red, green, yellow and pink
and comes in four sizes to fit the
majority of arrow shafts. DoubleTake
Archery is planning to release a light-
ed nock for crossbows in early 2011.

Firenock’s, (Phone (815) 780-
1695) 2011 model is two grains lighter
and 120 percent brighter than previ-
ous models. The Firenock comes in an
“H” circuit model that remains solidly
lit after being fired and an “I” circuit
model which remains solidly lit for 6
seconds after being fired and then
blinks intermittently for seven to ten
days. Firenocks  are available for both
conventional arrow and crossbow
bolts.

High Tech Nocks
Over the years the arrow nock has

evolved from a simple plastic nock fit-
ted to the end of a tapered shaft to a
variety of external and internal nocks
designed to fit specific arrow shaft

designs and diameters. Extensive
efforts have also been made in nock
design to ensure uniform throat
dimensions for a consistent release
pressure between the nock and bow-
string for improved accuracy.
However several manufacturers are
taking arrow nocks to an entirely new
level.

The Tune-A-Nock FS manufac-
tured by Quality Archery Design,
(Phone (434) 846-5839),  offers 360
degree rotation, a low friction string
groove and a brass nock detent to pre-
vent un-nocking commonly caused
by the steep bowstring angles found
on today’s shorter bow designs. The
nock is ultra short so the bottom of
the nock groove is as close to the
arrow shaft as possible. This compact
design keeps the forces developed by
the bowstring on the shot more pre-
cisely aligned with the arrow and the
short length minimizes any manufac-
tured run-out in the nock which
increased accuracy. Additionally, the
lighter weight and low friction string
groove offers substantially increased
arrow speed.

The TwisterNock manufactured
by Hunting Revolution (Phone (866)
471-3865) has been undergoing tests
for a year and an improved model is
scheduled for release in mid 2011.
When an arrow is fired under normal
conditions any offset or helical in the
fletching causes the arrow to rotate.
The advantage of this rotating action
is the stabilization of the arrow and
increased accuracy. However the dis-
advantage is that in order to get the
arrow to rotate it is necessary to use
the drag created on the fletching
which in turn absorbs energy from the
arrow. It also takes some distance for
the rotation to begin.

The TwisterNock is a nock with an
internal mechanical spring loaded

mechanism that when fired imparts a
spin to the arrow of approximately
one complete revolution for every 11
inches of arrow travel equating to sev-
eral thousand revolutions per minute.
This high rate of revolution dramati-
cally increases the stability of the
arrow, the inventor says, and because
it does not require energy from the
arrow it results in a faster arrow with
more downrange punch resulting in
increased penetration.  This increased
rate of spin and stability dramatically
increases the accuracy as well accord-
ing to Jeff Hajari, president of Hunting
Revolution and designer of the
TwisterNock. “The TwisterNock
results in tighter groups at longer dis-
tances. If you can shoot a 3 inch group
at 30 yards you will be able to shoot
that same 3 inch group at 50 yards
with TwisterNocks. The change is real
and I think the TwisterNock will have a
tremendous impact on archery as we
know it.”  

Vanes
Over the past several years fletch-

ing has become available in a rainbow
of colors and a variety of physical sizes
and shapes that it almost staggers the
imagination. 

Now fletching manufacturers are
fine tuning their offerings with new
items like the Zeon Fusion vane from
Norway Industries, (Phone (800) 778-
4755). The Zeon Fusion vane sets a
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The Tune-A-Nock-FS by Quality Archery
Designs, shown here on the right, is spe-
cially designed for high performance and
accuracy. The short design keeps the bot-
tom of the throat of the nock close to the
end of the shaft keeping the force of the
bowstring more concentrated directly on
the shaft. The light weight and low friction
string groove also result in increased
speed.

The Max Hunter vane from Arizona
Archery Products is a high profile vane
which is ribbed for stiffness to minimize
distortion and provide maximum steer-
age. The Max Hunter vane has a built in
primer on the base that interacts with
Arizona Archery's Max Bond adhesive
ensuring an excellent bond without the
required cleaning of the vane base.

Two styles of the spring-loaded
TwisterNock built by Hunting Revolution.
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high bar for visibility as the vane
material captures and directs the
gathered light to the vanes edge simi-
lar to fiber optic technology. These
edge-glow vanes make it easy for the
archer to visually track their arrows to
the target or game under all light con-
ditions. Norway Zeon vanes are co-
extruded from two different materials.
A rigid material which makes up the
vane body is joined with a soft base
material which allows the base to con-
form to the surface of the shaft form-
ing exceptional adhesion.

Norway Industries has also
teamed up with Mathews to produce
Mathews Branded Fusion Vanes
which are available in either black or
white and each feature the Fusion
vanes exclusive clear base combined
with brilliant metallic gold imprinting
showcasing the Mathews logo, mak-
ing them the perfect complement to
any Mathew’s bow. 

In order to increase arrow spin for
increased stabilization and accuracy
New Archery Products, (Phone (800)
323-1279), offers its QuikSpin and
Twister vanes. “The Twister vane has
micro-grooves on one side of each
vane which forces the arrow to spin
twice the rate of an arrow fletched
with normal fletching. The QuikSpin
vane combines the micro-grooves
with a Patented Kicker at the rear of
the vane to increase the revolutions to

three times that of a conventionally
fletched arrow resulting in increased
accuracy, tighter groups and an
extended effective kill range,” said
Bob Mizek, director of engineering for
NAP.

Flex-Fletch Products, (Phone
(800) 626-3844), a well known name
when it comes to quality fletching has
introduced for 2011 its Silent Knight
Crossbow Vane. While the Silent
Knight can be used on any arrow as
the name implies it was designed
specifically for crossbows. Its shield
shape comes in 2 and 3 inch sizes and
is made with a stiffer version of Flex-
Fletch’s original formula. These lighter

vanes provide sufficient steerage
while resulting in an increased front of
center (FOC) which in turn provides
increased accuracy and downrange
penetration. Also from Flex Fletch is
its Glow Vane. Glow Vanes are charged
by exposure to sunlight and contain a
blend of fluorescent pigments which
provide maximum visibility in all
stages of light. Bottom line is Glow
Vanes will glow in low light or no light
conditions for up to 12 hours making
it easier to locate your arrow. 

Arizona Archery Enterprises
(AAE) (Phone (928) 772-9887), offers
its Max Hunter high profile vane. The
Max Hunter is ribbed for added stiff-

Max Bond by Arizona Archery Products is
one of many new high tech adhesives on the
market designed to make the fletching
process easier while ensuring a strong bond
between vane and shaft.

Goat Tuff’s new Opti-Vane II has been
redesigned  for maximum performance.
This low profile vane offers greater steer-
age control and clearance both critical for
optimum flight and accuracy.

Goat Tuff offers a complete line of clean-
ers and adhesives for both vanes and
inserts.
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ness and is manufactured with a
primer on the base. This built in
primer interacts with AAE’s Max Bond
adhesive which eliminates the need to
clean the vane prior to fletching and
results in an excellent bond. 

For 2011, Firenock, (Phone (815)
780-1695), has improved its Aerovane
without changing the dimensions of
the vane allowing the improved
Aerovane to increase rotation and sta-
bility even at higher speeds. This is
achieved as both sizes of the vane now
have identical texture. This is a wing
like, three dimensional vane quite dif-
ferent from what you are used to see-
ing.

Goat Tuff, (Phone (520) 742-
1701), well known for it quality
adhesives, is now offering it’s Opti-
Vane II, low profile vane for greater
steerage control and clearance. Goat
Tuff’s President Jerry Smith said,
“Our new Opti-Vane II is an aerody-
namic design with a lower profile
that increases surface area by 24
percent over our standard Opti-
Vane. This vane is well suited for
shooting broadheads from any bow
as well as crossbow bolts. Opti-Vane
II also features our patented Fusion
Technology from Norway Industries
that combines two different propri-
etary materials into a single vane to
optimize adhesion, durability and
arrow flight. The soft black base
material possesses optimum adhe-
sion properties so every vane is not
only easier to glue to the arrow shaft

but provides a tight, secure bond
regardless of impact or weather con-
ditions.”

Shrink Fletch
While it is known under several

different names the term shrink fletch
applies to the process where fletching
is applied to a heat shrinkable tube. In
turn that completed tube is then
applied to an arrow and submersed
into hot water causing the tube to
shrink on the arrow shaft completing
the fletching operation in seconds
without the use of fletching jigs or
adhesives. An arrow can be fletched
literally anywhere hot water is avail-
able, in the shop, in the home or on a
mountain top hunting camp.

Shrink fletch is a great item for the
archer who wants to fletch his own
arrows as well as for the dealer. Some
dealers use shrink fletch for those last
minute fletching jobs where time is
critical while others are using it to
fletch their entire in-house inventory.

New Archery Products, (Phone
(800) 323-1279), offers versions of
both its popular QuikSpin vanes and
Twister vanes in its QuikFletch shrink
fletch series. “People today have less
time then ever before and many do
not want to invest in fletchers and
bother with adhesives,” said Bob
Mizek, director of engineering for
NAP. “Today using QuikFletch if you
can boil water you can fletch arrows.
For 2011 we have increased the dura-
bility of our QuikFletch so what was
good before is even better now.”

To aid the dealer or high volume
arrow maker that uses QuikFletch,
New Archery Products offers a Hydro-
Fletch Kit that consist of an induction
cooker with deep water pot and an

arrow holder allowing the user to dip
six arrows at one time giving a pro-
duction rate of one dozen arrows
fletched every three minutes. 

For volume customers New
Archery Products will pre-print the
shop name or shop logo on bulk
orders of 1,000 QuikFletch units. This
provides the shops who take advan-
tage of this offer free advertising on
every arrow that leaves their shop.  

Bohning Archery (Phone (231)
229-4247), the manufacturer of the
popular Blazer vane, is introducing for
2011 the Blazer Shrink Fletch. This
shrink fletch will make it quick and
easy to install three Blazer vanes in
seconds. Considering the popularity
of the Blazer vane this is sure to be a
big hit. 

Extreme Archery, (Phone (606)
928-9447), offers its Shrink Fletch in a
wide variety of colors in both 2 inch
and 4 inch vanes. “We are seeing
increased sales every year as more
and more archers and dealers learn
about the advantages of our Shrink
Fletch,” said Mark Whitt, president of
Extreme Archery. “Shrink Fletch is
quick, easy and accurate. There is no
damage to the shaft when it is
installed and it can be easily removed
if re-fletching is required.”

Whitt’s last statement will ring
true with anyone who has ever
replaced the common styles of wraps,
which can often leave a sticky residue.
Products like Extreme Archery’s
Shrink Fletch provide fletching and
cresting in single operation.

Feathers 
Although when we speak of

fletching we normally think of plastic
vanes, feathers still offer an attractive

This glue stand from Goat Tuff keeps glue
close at hand and filled to the tip when
performing fletching operations. This sim-
ple but handy device helps make the job
go smoother and quicker and cleaner.

TrueFlight feathers offers a wide selection of not only full length feathers but a variety
of die cut sizes.
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but often overlooked market. 
“There are two feather markets,”

explained Pete Roemer, president of
Trueflight Feathers, (Phone(715) 543-
8451). “There is the strong traditional
side but I am seeing approximately
one half of our sales going to com-
pound bow shooters. Feathers offer
many advantages for the archer, they
are lighter, more forgiving, fast and
have less drag when compared to a
plastic vane. To meet all the markets
we offer our feathers in a wide variety
of lengths, shapes and colors. New for
2011 we are offering a 2 inch shield
back model that is basically a feath-
ered Blazer vane. They are quite pop-
ular and we feel they will be a big sell-
er.”

Todd Vaaler, director of opera-
tions for Gateway Feathers, (Phone
(520) 805-0863), said, “We are experi-
encing steady growth. We are seeing a

surge of interest in traditional shoots
involving historical reenactments
involving clout and distance shooting
with traditional equipment in our
European market. We are also seeing a
strong traditional market in the U.S.
as well. However although some peo-
ple may see the feather as an old prod-
uct we are keeping pace with modern
technology.”

“Our two inch Rayzr feather uses
our whisper cut technology,”
explained Vaaler. “We tweaked the
shield cut shape by lowering the pro-
file and increasing the angle between
the quill and the high point in the
feather’s profile. Then by shortening
the feather and cutting it from a “spe-
cific” location from a full length feath-
er we made what we call ‘The First
Modern Feather for Modern
Bowhunters’. The Rayzr is well suited
for modern arrows, bows rests and
broadheads.”  Offering a full selection
of colors, lengths and die cut shapes
Gateway also offers its exclusive
Patriot feather which features three
colors on one feather eliminating the
need for archers looking for that cus-
tom look to cut and splice feathers. 

Adhesives and Cleaners
Goat Tuff Products offers an

extensive line of cleaners and adhe-
sives designed for the archery indus-
try. Its Premium Glue is a cyanoacry-
late glue formulated to cure quickly

with a thin glue line. Its High
Performance Glue has a thicker vis-
cosity making it easy to work with and
suitable for a wider range of sub-
strates. While Goat Tuff’s High
Performance and Premium glues can
be used on inserts it also offers GT
Impact Glue specially formulated to
bond broadheads and inserts tightly
to the shaft while withstanding the
tremendous impacts of shooting. 

Goat Tuff offers shaft cleaning
concentrates formulated to clean and
de-grease arrow shafts in preparation
for fletching and microfiber towels to
increase absorption and particle pick-
up. While these products are well suit-
ed for the dealers use when fletching
they are also packaged in an arrow
cleaning kit which is great for resale to
those customers who prefer to do
their own fletching.

Gateway Feathers has developed
its G1 glue which has a higher viscosi-
ty resulting in a thicker glue. This
thicker glue is easier to see when
applying and because it resists run-
ning makes for a smoother, even
application on feather bases. G1 is
suitable for both vanes and feathers.

New for 2011 Flex Fletch Products
introduces ZING!  It comes in a fletch-
ing primer and super glue. The primer
is applied with a brush to the base of
any vane cleaning the vane while
ensuring faster drying time and final
cure. The primed vane is applied to

PINE RIDGE
ARCHERY

S I N C E  1 9 9 7

kisser buttons

nitro buttons

new

REVOLUTIONARY “SLIDE-ON VERSION” 
SLIDES RIGHT OVER STRING LOOP!

SOFT MATERIAL - SLIDE-ON VERSION SLIDES 
OVER LOOP FOR A MORE SECURE HOLD! 

SLOTTED VERSIONS AVAILABLE - 8 COLORS

SOFT MATERIAL - INCREASE BOW SPEED! - ELIMINATE 
NOCK PINCH - REDUCE VIBRATION - 8 COLORS

new

Pine Ridge Archery has a new logo, new package design and over 60 brand new items!  
WWW.PINERIDGEARCHERY.COM

d new

MADE IN USA

MADE IN USA

ALL NEW

kissers
and

buttons

New for 2011 Flex Fletch's new ZING!
primer and adhesives are specially formu-
lated to ensure maximum vane adhesion
with any arrow surface.

Among Flex
Fletch's line of
vanes is its
Silent Knight SK-
300 and Silent
Knight SK-200.
Specially
designed for the
crossbow shoot-
er they provide
the proper steer-
age with maxi-
mum clearance.
While designed
with the cross-
bow in mind the
Silent Knight
works well with
conventional
arrows as well.
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the arrow shaft using ZING! super glue
or ZING! super glue HD. The HD ver-
sion is a quick set rubberized glue
suited to handle extreme variations in
temperature, humidity and impact.
Flex Fletch claims these products,
when used according to directions,
provide a super bond and eliminate
annoying loose fletching.

Arizona Archery Enterprises,
(AAE), (Phone 928) 772-9887), offers a
variety of cleaners for use prior to
fletching. AAE’s Arrow Shaft Cleaner is
a powder cleanser with abrasives and
bleach to clean dirt, oil, and manufac-
turing residue from any aluminum,
glass, or carbon arrow shaft. It comes
with a medium grit abrasive pad to
help clean shafts for an excellent
bond. One small bottle will do several
hundred arrows. AAE’s Max Clean is a
concentrated, eco-friendly crystal.
Each capful dissolved in water will
clean about 200 arrows and it will
work on all types of arrow shafts.
There is enough Max Clean in one
bottle to clean up to 500 shafts. The
process is simple as all that is required
is to dip the shaft in the dissolved Max
Clean, remove and let dry.

AAE Max Bond Glue is specifically
formulated for AAE’s Plastifletch Max
and Max Hunter vanes. This glue also
works well with Elite Plastifletch and
most other plastic vanes. Max Bond is
a high-viscosity liquid that is easy to
work with and penetrates well when
using AAE’s tough Elastimax material. 

Max Impact is AAE’s insert adhe-
sive designed for high impact applica-
tions. Max Impact is blended with
rubber to increase its ability to with-
stand and absorb sudden high loads
making it ideal for inserts. 

For 2011 Bohning Archery,

(Phone (231) 229-4247), has added to
its extensive line of adhesives Cool
Flex. Cool Flex is a low temperature
hot melt glue for use with carbon
arrow inserts. Cool Flex is super strong
but is heat reversible. Cool Flex allows
for the easy removal of inserts and the
rotation of inserts where broadhead
realignment is desired. Once installed
it can be softened with hot water and
reset with the application of cold
water. For those who want a perma-
nent bond Bohning offers Insert Iron
for use when bonding inserts or out-
serts with any shaft material. Insert
Iron has increased impact resistance
and bonding power to hold up under
the most extreme conditions. 

For 2011, Firenock, (Phone (815)
780-1695), has formulated a special
glue to best suit the fletching of the
Aerovane on any arrow shaft. The new
AG0600 comes in a handy 1 ounce
bottle with a stated expiration date to
ensure freshness of the glue. One bot-
tle will fletch approximately 20 dozen
arrows. To ensure optimum perfor-
mance Firenock recommends using
AG0600 when fletching its Aerovanes. 

Fletching Jigs
There are a number of excellent

fletching jigs available for both the
dealer and the consumer which are
easy to use. The cost of fletching jigs
normally depends upon features and
quality of construction although there
are some inexpensive jigs on the mar-
ket that do a great job for small vol-
umes of fletching work. 

The Bitzenburger jig, (Phone
(888) 724-5697), was originally
designed in 1940 by Henry
Bitzenburger and underwent its last
revision in 1964. The Bitzenburger is

cast metal and the
fletching clamp can
be easily adjusted for
degree of offset. Right
and left helical
clamps are available
as well as a straight
clamp. The nock
receiver can be
adjusted for three
fletch or four fletch in
either four 90 degrees
or the more standard
75x105 degrees. An

optional crossbow nock receiver is
also available. The Bitzenburger jig
has been the standard for many years
for both individuals and production
arrow producers, unless their volume
justifies using the computer-con-
trolled, air-powered Norway
Automatic Fletcher 

Jo Jan Sports Equipment, (Phone
(724) 225-5582), makes both a Mono-
Fletcher and a Multi-Fletcher. The
Mono fletcher applies one fletch at a
time to a single arrow while the Multi-
Fletcher applies a single fletch to a
single arrow as well. With six arrows in
the jig at once when the user is done
applying a vane to all six shafts the
first is ready to be rotated resulting in
a dozen arrows being fletched in
approximately 30 minutes. Both jigs
are available with straight or right or
left hand helical clamps. Three and
four fletch nock receivers as well as a
crossbow bolt nock receiver are all
available and interchangeable giving
the user maximum flexibility.  

Arizona Archery Enterprises,
offers the Fletch III, an easy-to-use,
accurate, portable jig. The Fletch III is
designed for archers who want sim-
plicity and accuracy at a reasonable
cost. The Fletch III features a fixed 1
degree offset and it fits arrows .240
inch to .370 inch in diameter. Glue will
not stick to the clamp because it is
made of a highly rigid material con-
taining Teflon and silicone. The X-
Stand/Arrow Holder is designed for
different sizes of arrow shafts and is

New for 2011 is the Zeon Fusion vane from Norway
Industries. The Zeon Fusion vane is made from a material that
directs and magnifies the light gathered on the surface of the
vane to the vanes edge. This concentrated light causes the
edge to glow greatly increasing visibility under all light condi-
tions.

The Fletch III from Arizona Archery
Products is a simple to use compact fletch-
ing jig that has a built in 1 degree offset.
This inexpensive jig is ideal for the begin-
ner or for anyone who wants to carry a
fletcher into the field. The Fletch III is
available as a single unit or in a fletching
kit which includes the jig, cleaner and
adhesive.
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labeled “L” for large diameter arrows
and “S” for small diameter arrows,
indicating which side of the stand to
use. The jig Fletch III can be pur-
chased alone or in a fletching kit
which includes the jig plus arrow
cleaner and a tube of Max Bond
fletching adhesive making it excellent
for resale. 

The EZ Fletch manufactured by
Arizona Rim Country, (Phone(480)
961-7995), fletches a complete arrow
at one time by applying all vanes at
once. The jig is compact and is avail-
able in models to do helical, straight
and three or four fletch. The new EZ
Fletch Mini is designed for a carbon
arrow and fletching of 2-1/4 inches or
less. The newest EZ Fletch Bolt is sized
for crossbow bolts.

Bohning Archery’s, (Phone (231)
229-4247), Fletching Tower fletches
three vanes at once and comes with
extra arms allowing the jig to fletch 3
degree helical for up to 2-1/4 inch
vanes, 2 degree offset to fletch up to 4
inch vanes and straight for up to 4
inch vanes. The tower is designed to
put adequate pressure on each vane
ensuring maximum surface contact
with the shaft resulting in maximum
adhesion.

For 2011, Firenock, (Phone (815)
780-1695) is creating an ultra high
precision jig market with the launch
of the Aerovane Jig. The Aerovane Jig is
100 percent CNC machine cut and it is
solidly made from high quality alu-
minum, brass and stainless steel. The
Aerovane Jig is designed with a design
tolerance +/- 1/72 of a degree. This is
made possible by using ABEC5
ceramic and hard ceramic coating ball
bearings on all rotating shafts.
Although a fletching clamp is avail-
able, for convenience the Aerovane jig
is designed to work with most clamps
on the market which use a similar
magnetic holding system. A special
laser alignment module and two types
of supporting stands are also available
as options. The jig is available alone or
as part of several packages depending
upon the users needs and it is claimed
by Firenock to be the world’s most
accurate fletching jig. 

Tools
There are a number of tools avail-

able to help the dealer improve his
fletching efficiency and several that
also make great add-on sale items for
the consumer who decides to do his
own fletching.

The ZipStrip tool from Norway
Industries, (Phone (800) 778-4755),
makes the job of removing fletching
without damaging the shaft a lot easi-

er. The hardened cutting surface of
the tool is concave to fit the diameter
of the shaft while the cutting edge
removes the old fletch by simply slid-
ing the ZipStrip along the surface of
the shaft. 

The FAST tool from Burt Coyote,
(Phone (309) 358-1602), is a simple
device that quickly squares the ends
of an arrow shaft. On the insert end
this results in better distribution of
stress between the arrow shaft and
insert. On the nock end it is critical to
have a square end when using lighted
nocks that use the shaft to complete
the electrical circuit.

Apple Archery, (Phone (717) 384-
8701), is the supplier of quality arrow
cut-off saws. It offers several models
suitable for the hobbyist or the profes-
sional arrow builder. Its Pro Saw fea-

The EZ Fletch manufactured by Arizona
Rim Country is a compact and portable
fletching jig that fletches a complete
arrow at one time. The EZ Fletch is a great
fletching tool for the do-it-yourselfer.

The NuFletch system makes replacing a
vane or all three simple, as no adhesive is
required. Instead the base of the vanes
slides within precisely milled channels
before the nock end is attached. The unit
itself screws into a standard insert glued
into the rear of the arrow. NuFletch  is
available to fit different styles of fletching
and for 2011 is offering a custom version
of the popular Fusion Vane, with a base
designed for a perfect fit. For more about
NuFletch call (877) 353-8244.

Small hand tools like this Arrow Cleaning
and Prep tool and Insert Extractor from
Apple Archery make arrow maintenance
quick and easy. Having the right tool on
hand for the right job not only makes
sense it saves time which saves money.
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tures a built-in dust collector that can
be hooked to a shop vacuum to cap-
ture the cut-off dust. 

Another useful tool is Apple’s Spin
Tester, a simple tool which can quick-
ly check for arrow straightess by spin-
ning the arrow on a set of precision
bearings. New for 2011 Apple is intro-
ducing its Bowsmith Tool which is like
a Leatherman for bowhunters. The
Bowsmith Tool has several tools
added for the arrow maker such as a
brass brush to clean the inside of
shafts and a tap to clear inserts. Apple
also offers a complete line of individ-
ual small tools with handles to help in
the fletching process such as wire
brushes for cleaning the inside of cut-
off arrows to ensure a good bond
between insert and shaft. Clearing
taps complete with handle are handy
to clear glue from inserts or to recut
the insert threads if required.

Arrow Shafts
No discussion on fletching would

be complete without mentioning
arrow shafts. While ArrowTrade is
planning a full length feature on the
latest arrow shaft designs in a later
issue I would just like to talk about
new shafts and how they can be used

to generate interest and sales.
It is impossible to expect every

customer to buy a dozen new arrows
every time a new design comes on the
market and it is equally as challenging
to expect every dealer to stock up on
every new shaft that hits the market.
But what better way to introduce a
new design to your customers then to
offer to fletch up a few for them to try.
Take for example the dual spine
weight forward shafts from Carbon
Express, (Phone (800) 241-4833. The
Maxima Line featuring Dual Spine
Weight Forward technology features a
patented multi-layer/multi-material
arrow that creates two spines in one
arrow, so front and rear respond dif-
ferently at the shot.  Carbon Express
claims this design provides a better
transfer of energy from the bow to the
arrow, causing the arrow to recover
faster and spin sooner resulting in
better overall energy management
and quicker recovery, all of which
mean greater accuracy. This technolo-
gy is available in four arrows offered
by Carbon Express, the Maxima
Hunter KV, the Maxima Blue Streak
and Blue Streak Select and the
Maxima Hunter, each of which has a
specific set of tolerances.

SUMMARY
While fletching

is an age old part of
being a shop owner
I think it is a mistake
to simply take it for
granted. There are
many new arrow
wrap and fletching
designs coming on
the market. When
mixed with the new
arrow shaft technology the combina-
tions are endless and each one of
those presents a new market possibil-
ity for your customers. It is easy to do
a little in-house marketing by just try-
ing some different combinations and
getting them into the hands of your
customers. 

There is an old saying that if you
do things like you have always done
them you will get the same results you
always got. To succeed in business
you can’t do things the way they have
always been done and expect to grow.
Dealers can make their own fletching
jobs more efficient and therefore
more profitable by keeping up with
the latest fletching developments in
fletching components, fletching
equipment and fletching techniques. 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
editorial planning and writing duties
with ArrowTrade, John Kasun is an
outdoor seminar speaker and a busi-
ness consultant with experience in
corporations large and small. He can
be reached at 126 Acorn Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

The hefty ZipStrip
tool from Norway
Industries speeds the
work of stripping old
fletching. The hard-
ened concave shaped
tool glides over the
surface of the shaft
without causing dam-
age while the sharp
edge cleanly removes
the vane.

Victory Archery recently announced its newest entry into the carbon arrow shaft mar-
ket with the introduction of its VAP (Victory Armor Piercing) series. Marty Connolly,
Victory president said, "The VAP is an exciting updated version of the extremely popular
NanoForce shaft, which the VAP is replacing in our line. The quality, durability, perfor-
mance and incredible penetration of the new VAP Series has not only pushed the barrier
of arrow development but busted it completely apart."  The VAP Series is a special shaft
that incorporates Victory's advanced carbon shaft technology and manufacturing tech-
niques ensuring the highest degree of strength and straightness and claiming increased
penetration of up to 25 percent. Getting new shafts that come on the market into the
hands of your customers to try quickly can generate a wave of new sales. Fletching up
some to have available at your range for trial use is a good way to bring a new item to
your customers’ attention.
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